Proposed Modification to the Scope of SC 2

At its 13th plenary meeting held in Markham, Ontario, Canada, 2004-06-24/15, SC 2 adopted the following Resolution. SC 2 requests JTC 1 to approve the modified Scope of SC 2.

RESOLUTION M13-02: Scope of SC 2

SC 2 resolves to modify its scope as follows to reflect the position of the newly transferred 14651 project.

“Standardization of graphic character sets and their characteristics, including string ordering, associated control functions, coded representation of characters for information interchange and code extension techniques. Excluded: audio and picture coding.”

SC 2 instructs its Secretariat to forward this modified scope to JTC 1 for approval.

Unanimous

Note:
The underlined part has been added.
The 14651 project has been transferred from SC 22 to SC 2 in accordance with Resolution 24 of the JTC 1 Singapore plenary meeting.